
Thinking outside the box...



About Us

Tellus Florida is not only a premier sub-contractor, but we are a manufacturer of our patented 
Tellus Precast Concrete Building Systems. Tellus Florida is proud to be a strategic partner with 
Butler Manufacturing, and an Authorized Butler Builder. Our Tellus Precast Concrete Building 
Systems have been engineered to fully integrate with Butlers pre-engineered, conventional, and heavy 
structural metal building systems, providing a 100% pre-engineered building solution.

Tellus Florida provides an array of services including architectural design, engineering, fabrication, and 
construction. Tellus Florida has successfully met our clients’ needs since 2002 and has established 
many long term, ongoing relationships.

We provide construction services to our clients as well as aligning our company as a strategic partner 
with other contractors by providing manufacturing of precast wall panel system, architectural cladding, 
cast stone, erection services, concrete foundation / slab,  floor and roof systems, along with building 
shell construction for their projects.

Our qualified staff provides conception to completion services, incorporating innovative products and 
solutions. We value working closely with our clients to deliver projects within the pre-determined 
timeline and budget. We take pride in what we do and seek to promote an environment that is 
conductive to positive, energetic employees who willingly go the extra mile to satisfy our clients. We 
welcome the opportunity to discuss your needs and see how 
we can be of service to you.



Tellus Florida is committed to a business philosophy founded upon the following principles;

Integrity
We stand behind our work through the moral and ethical principles of honesty and trust.

Collaboration
We believe in facilitating a team approach among all parties involved on the project to create a sharing of 
knowledge that delivers the best possible project.

Wisdom
Through our experience, vision and knowledge, we are able to accurately and thoroughly deliver both the 
client’s expectations for their project. We understand what it takes for a project to become a reality.

Quality
At the core of every successful business is a collective commitment to quality. Tellus Florida follows the 
proven business equation (Integrity + Performance = Trust) to ensure success. By embracing a higher 
standard of excellence, our people deliver higher quality results.

Value
It is ingrained within us to deliver the best value for our clients. Our experience, knowledge and proven 
construction methods result in maximized value while reducing the total cost of ownership to our clients 
for the entire life-cycle of their property. 

Safety
Regardless of the project, safety remains and always will be our number one priority. A core value of 
each project is a commitment to the safety of all team members.



Architectural Cladding

"Can a building envelope be engineered to be 2 inches thick with a 250 mph wind speed rating?"

ABSOLUTELY!!!! 

Tellus Architectural Cladding Panels offer all the advantages of traditional precast concrete but with 40% 
less weight and the added advantage of an integrated metal stud frame assembly  which eliminates the 
cost of add framing to accommodate mechanical, electrical, and plumbing rough-in.

Our Tellus Integrated Panel System is a lightweight concrete composite wall panel, comprising of a light 
gauge steel frame attached to a 2" concrete face panel. This type of panel system is often referred to as 
thinshell and it has been on the market for decades, with proven projects ranging from single story shelters 
to commercial mid-rise structures to high-rise cladding projects. The concrete face panel can be standard 
concrete, architectural concrete, high-performance concrete such as Lafarge's Ductal, or Italcementi's 
depolluting concrete.

Our Tellus Integrated Panel System is the latest improved thinshell technology in the industry. The system 
is based on our patented wye-connector. This breakthrough connector produces a much more cost effective 
and higher thermal performance thinshell system. Its higher thermal performance is due to the 1/2" to 5/8" 
air gap between the concrete face panel and the interior steel frame, limiting the thermal transmission. 

The cost saving aspect of the Tellus Integrated Panel System is both in the cost of our patented Wye-
connectors-andthe total labor cost of manufacturing. The most important aspect of thinshell design is the 
concrete to steel connector. Our patented connector technology is a major breakthrough, enabling lighter 
and more cost effective thermal-efficient building envelopes. 



Tellus Structural Wall Panels

Tellus structural wall panels over all the advantages of traditional Tilt-Up Construction but with 40% less 
weight and the added advantage of an integratedmetal stud frame assembly which eliminates the cost of added 
framing to accommodate insulation, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing rough-in. Tellus Structural Thinshell 
Wall Panels can be site-cast similar to traditional Tilt-Up panels for large panelization or plant-cast similar to 
traditional
Precast wall panels.

Our Tellus Structural Wall Panels are a lightweight concrete composite wall panel, comprising of a light gauge 
steel frame attached to a 2" concrete face panel which acts as a curtain wall. This type of panel system is 
often referred to as thinshell and it has been on the market for decades, with proven projects ranging from 
single story shelter to commercial mid-rise structure to high-rise cladding projects. The concrete face can be 
manufacture with standard concrete, architectural concrete, high-performance concrete like Lafarge's Ductal, 
or Italcementi's depolluting concrete.

Our Tellus Structural Wall Panels are the most advanced thinshell system in the industry. The system is based 
on our patented Wye-connector. This breakthrough connector technology enables a much more cost effective 
and higher thermal performance thinshell system. Its higher thermal performance is due to the 1/2" to 5/8" air 
gap between the exterior concrete face panel and the interior steel frame, limiting the thermal Low.



Tellus Thermal Efficient Wall and Floor Systems

Tellus High Performance Thermal Efficient Wall Panels deliver all the benefits of factory precasting 
with unprecedented thermal efficiency in a fully structural composite panel. Tellus thermal efficient 
wall system is comprised of two precast concrete wythes separated by continuous foam insulation.

The mass wall system can be designed to meet or exceed the ASHRAE® Energy Standard for the 
building envelope requirement in the various climate zones. In addition to thermal efficiency, the 
durable, low maintenance wall system can incorporate an interior paint ready finish. High-end exterior
architectural finishes are available including thin brick, sandblasting, form liners and/or custom color 
concrete mix designs that emulate granite or
limestone.

Tellus High Performance Thermal Efficient Floor Panels deliver all the benefits of traditional Hollow-
Core Floor panels with the benefit of a thermal efficient core with integrated raceways for installing 
electrical conduit, plumbing, and HVAC ducts. Tellus High Performance Thermal Efficient Floor
Panels are field topped with Cast-in-Place Concrete which provides a jointness floor assembly which 
can be burnished, polished, and coated with an
architectural stains or high performance epoxy systems.



Sandwich Panels

High Performance Sandwich Wall Panels deliver all the benefits of factory precasting with unprecedented 
thermal efficiency in a fully structural composite panel.

The thermal efficient mass wall system is comprised of two precast concrete wythes separated by 
continuous foam insulation (CI). The mass wall system can be designed to meet or exceed the ASHRAE® 
Energy Standard for the building envelope requirement in the various climate zones.

In addition to thermal efficiency, the durable, low maintenance wall system can incorporate an interior 
paint ready finish. High-end exterior architectural finishes are available, including brick, sandblasting, 
formliners and/or custom color concrete mix designs that emulate granite or limestone.  



Tellus Floor and Roof Systems

Tellus Floor and Roof Joists Systems are engineered to span unsupported for up to 20 feet with a 125 pound 
per square foot load rating to meet S1Storage requirements which makes them idea for mezzanine applications.

Tellus Floor and Roof Systems manufactured with steel joists which are one of the primary components that 
make up the structural system. These joists feature large extruded holes that accommodate HVAC, mechanical, 
plumbing and sprinkler runs. The joist also features a series of smaller holes for electrical and technology 
lines. Tellus steel joists are precision manufactured from corrosion-resistant galvanized steel. Steel joists offer 
consistent quality, predictable performance and high strength to weight ratio, and they are dimensionally 
stable. They won’t expand, contract or shrink; they won’t warp, crack or twist. Tellus Floor    and Roof 
Systems integrate easily with other building materials such as structural steel, concrete, ICF and pre-
engineered metal buildings.

Tellus Floor and Roof Systems can be plant-cast similar to Hollow Core panels and shipped to the jobsite with 
the concrete deck already attached, or they can be site-cast so that the steel joist assembly can be installed 
and the concrete can be cast-in-place to achieve a jointless finish which can be burnished and polished to 
accept a stain or epoxy finish.



Architectural Cast Stone

Application
Tellus Florida's Architectural Cast Stone can be used in place of natural stone anywhere in your structure.

Trim, Columns, Fountains, Window Surrounds, Archways, Balustrade, Mantels, Panels, Planters, Restoration 
Projects, Custom Designs

Fabrication
Tellus Florida's Architectural in-house design team works diligently with you to capture your ideas onto paper. 
Once the drawings are approved, a mold is made to your specifications, into which a carefully designed mix 
of cement, crushed stone, and additives is cast. This process occurs under pressure, mimicking natural 
stone formation but at an accelerated rate. Once the product is removed from the mold and acid-
washed, it is virtually indistinguishable from quarried stone.



Stuc-O-Flex

With the use of Stuc-O-Flex you have over 10,000 color to choose from!

After Twenty Eight years of formulating, testing and manufacturing vertical wall products, Stuc-O-Flex 
International, Inc. understands the appearance of any project is the one element that immediately reflects the 
quality and integrity of the building, as well as the construction team involved. Their mission is to compliment 
those efforts with products of the highest quality and enhanced cladding performance.

Stuc-O-Flex International created America’s first Breathable Elastomeric Acrylic Finish back in 1981. More 
recently they advanced the science of vertical wall assemblies to new levels with technologies 
unprecedented in past years. 



With the use of form-liners and thin brick are abilities are only limited to your imagination...

Tellus Florida is proud to use Fitzgerald Form-lines. For over 30 years Fitzgerald Form-liners has been 
developing and manufacturing the most technically advanced form liners. Their dedication to outstanding 
quality and extensive experience has made them the first choice of specifiers of decorative architectural 
concrete. They offer the most innovative products and the latest manufacturing methods available. From 
design to final product, their attention to detail and quality engineering will guarantee a creative and cost-
effective solution for your next project. 

Endless design possibilities:

Custom projects are welcome Most patterns can be produced in single, multi and extended-use materials.



The Tellus Advantage 

Thermal efficient wall system at an affordable price
Accommodates 6” batt insulation or Icynene to acheive R-19
Contributes to 5 lead credit categories
Permanent and durable solution
Lightest weight range at 35lb/sq ft to 45lb/sq ft in its class
Can accommodate 1" GFRC or 3/4" Ductal architectural concrete panels
250 MPH wind rating
Eliminates water intrusion 
Eliminates wood window and  door bucks
Eliminates the need for stucco
Eliminates 5 building inspections
Compresses the overall construction schedule
Single component building envelope eliminating layers of non similar products

Tellus rivet anchor

Concrete panel

1/2” Thermal break

Metal stud assembly 
showing zero 
transmission of cold from 
the frozen concrete panel



Concrete Services

Tellus Florida concrete division performs with our own in-house crews...

Flatwork 

Flatwork includes all concrete work located along a horizontal plane. This can include floors, concrete stairs, 

sidewalks and more… Industrial Concrete can also repair damaged or cracked concrete flatwork. 

Foundations 

Because we are in Florida, we specialize in slab-on-grade foundations because the ground typically does not 
freeze. The edges of the slab-on-grade are thicker than the interior of the slab. The foundation is typically 
monolithic (poured all at one time ) which can be a cost savings. 



+ = One Awesome Building!

Butler Building Solutions

Tellus Florida is proud to be a strategic partner with Butler Manufacturing, and an Authorized Butler 
Builder. 

A Butler® building system offers virtually unlimited flexibility with regard to your building design from 
distinctive exterior aesthetic options to functional interior configurations. You can also choose a 
hybrid solution that combines conventional building materials with the efficiencies of systems 
construction.

One of the greatest advantages of Butler® systems construction is its ability to reduce your 
construction schedule. In fact, building a Butler® building system has been shown to reduce 
construction times by up to 30% versus conventional building methods. 

All Butler® structural steel is precision engineered using state-of-the-art computer modeling to 
facilitate faster assembly in the field. A design-build solution from your Butler Builder® eliminates 
third parties to streamline construction and further condense construction schedules. Regionally located 
manufacturing plants allow for shorter shipping distances and faster delivery times.

Our Tellus Precast Concrete Building Systems have been engineered to fully integrate with 
Butlers pre-engineered, conventional, and heavy structural metal building systems, providing a 
100% pre-engineered building solution.



Structural Steel Erection Services

We feel dependability is critical in building lasting relationships so we are offering our building erection 
and re-roof services to General Contractors who need erection services for their pre-engineered metal 
buildings, structural steel, metal re-roof, and precast concrete building systems projects.

Our goal is to help you win more business, by working together to find creative solutions to reduce building 
erection costs, while providing the highest level of quality and job site safety.



Thinking outside the box...

4851 Tamiami Trail Suite 200 
Ph: Direct:321.301.5565 / 239.631.5430

Naples FL 34103 
www.tellusflorida.com 

Contact: Sarah Purvis - E.mail: spurvis@tellusflorida.com 
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